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" So just run this in your code and remove the control characters. A: EDIT: It seems that this problem only occurs with Mozilla Firefox, as when
trying the same thing with Chrome and Internet Explorer, they don't seem to be afflicted. Even the text that is supposed to be escaped somehow
seems to escape before it is processed, no matter what I do. Original answer: You seem to be storing your post data in a hidden input, because the
value that is posted is not quoted. You should change that to something like var post_data = { firstname: $("#firstname").val(), secondname:
$("#secondname").val() }; As a quick guess, you might be seeing this strange behavior because you use data attributes in your HTML to identify
elements, but since they have a fixed name, they are also captured as simple string values. The Art of Everyday Life The Art of Everyday Life is a
documentary film produced and directed by Mark Durning. It was released in January 2009 in the United Kingdom. The film features interviews
with Stuart Hughes, Richard Rogers, Liza Gorman, David Hockney, Salvatore Scarpitta, Greg Whitewood and others, with some of the more
famous artists showing some of their work. External links The Art of Everyday Life Official Site Category:British documentary films
Category:British films[A case of parotid pleomorphic adenoma]. A case of pleomorphic adenoma of the parotid gland in a 49-year-old woman is
reported. The tumor was located in the right parotid gland with an ill-defined margin. The tumor was well-demarcated, and showed a multinodular
solid mass, and elastic soft masses with a central cystic mass. Histological findings revealed the tumor to consist of pleomorphic adenoma. Most of
the cases of pleomorphic adenoma of the parotid gland reported previously were histologically benign. It is very rare to encounter an extremely
atypical and malignant pleomorphic adenoma in the parotid gland. We have reported this case because it is unusual and we wish to bring attention
to the difficulty of histological diagnosis.Q: Parse.com returns null and can't find where it is stored I'm having some trouble at Parse.com, I'm
trying to
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Consummate the promotion up and in the first year to boot original software making it for life money. Try to shop for something with in and since
your are a new crossover a contract or however it is called. You need to employ a gym for a appliance next order home fitness center, this is often

flirting due to the fact it can assist you get in shape in the shortest while. Gratification school is a spot is a career different in most towns where
people are performing fashions. The purveyor will fully research how you could pay them back.Q: Convert formatted string to DateTime, and vice
versa Assuming a string with some format like this 12.10.2018 22:00:00 and a DateTime in.NET code of 08.10.2018 16:05:23. I want to convert

the string to a DateTime, and vice versa. I have this code: public class FormatConverter { public static DateTime ConvertToDate(this string
dateString) { DateTime dt = DateTime.ParseExact(dateString, "dd.MM.yyyy hh:mm:ss", CultureInfo.InvariantCulture); return dt; } public static

string ConvertToString(this DateTime date) { return date.ToString("dd.MM.yyyy HH:mm:ss"); } } If I do this: string date = "12.10.2018 22:00:00";
DateTime dt = new FormatConverter().ConvertToDate(date); It works fine (you can see that in the console it's outputting 8.10.2018 22:00:00), but
if I call ConvertToString it's not, and the output is the same as before (12.10.2018 22:00:00). How do I make it work? A: you need to include the

milliseconds part to parse. public static DateTime ConvertToDate(this string dateString) { DateTime dt = DateTime.ParseExact(dateString,
"dd.MM. 3e33713323
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